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Retelling a series of anecdotes about the ‘vicios, tachas e malas condiciones’ of women,
mostly borrowed, the Archpriest of Talavera counters the objection that his work may be a
temptation to further female infamy by pointing out that women already know all there is to
be known on the subject of sex. They learn it, he explains, from books by Boccaccio and
others of his ilk:

Todas estas cosas [de Bocacio] fallareys en los cofres de las mugeres: oras de Santa
Maria, syete salmos, estorias de santos, salterio de romance, ¡nin verle del ojo! Pero
canciones, dezires, coplas, cartas de enamoradas, e muchas otras locuras, esto sy.1
The passage implies that by 1438, when the Archpriest was writing, a collection of books,
albeit small enough to fit in a cofre with a collection of cosmetics, was a commonplace
article of furniture in a lady’s bedchamber. It also assumes that ladies were capable of
reading their books. A respectable matron might be expected to have a library of devotional
works—Books of Hours, the Seven Penitential Psalms, saints’ lives and vernacular
translations of the psaltery—but the Archpriest claims, tendentiously, that these were
usually supplanted by a secret hoard of erotic and romantic trifles.
Boccaccio, the fifteenth-century Mills and Boon? The little vignette of books in the
bedroom mirrors a facet of one of the striking features of late medieval culture: a gradual
spread of literacy and private libraries amongst the non-professional laity which culminated
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in the rise of a new reading public. The
consequences in literature, as in all branches of life, were vast.
For one thing, the spread of literacy meant a change in the transmission of literary works
which H. J. Chaytor defined in a calculated phrase as ‘the gradual substitution of visual for
auditory methods of communicating and receiving ideas’.2 Previously, literary publication
meant reading (or, earlier still, singing) one’s work to a small audience. The new style of
publication through the written page introduced a revolutionary ‘highly specialized (and
spatialized) form of communication ... It created the solitary student. It set up the rule of
private interpretation against public disputation. It established the divorce between
“literature and life” ’.3 For a writer to reach his reader through the privately written and
privately read page differed in many important ways from addressing an audience through a
public performance. The new intimacy of direct writer-reader contact helped to convert the
‘impersonal I’ of medieval poetry of which Spitzer has written, into an individual ‘I’ talking
to a specific ‘you’.4 A case could be made for seeing the discovery in literature of so-called
‘Renaissance Individualism’ as due more to this modification of the transmission of literary
works than to Italian humanism. The origins of this ‘discovery of self’ have recently been
pushed back to the twelfth century, at the very beginning of the rise of lay literacy.
Even more wide-ranging considerations are prompted by the second major change
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brought about by increased literacy. This is what Erich Auerbach, in an indispensable
article, called the re-establishment of the ancient literary public.5 The rise of a secular, non
clerical reading public implied a profound upheaval of traditional medieval literary
categories. Reading became not merely a means to an end for a professional minority, but an
end in itself for a whole privileged section of society. In the early Middle Ages, Auerbach
says, ‘the leading classes of society possessed neither education nor books nor even a
language in which they could have expressed a culture rooted in their actual living
conditions’ (255). The emergence of a significant lay reading public in the later Middle Ages
meant not only the triumph of the vernacular, therefore, but the beginnings of modern
literature as a whole. As Auerbach goes on to point out, it was this enfranchisement of the
non-professional reader which marked the ‘essential structural difference’ between the
Renaissance and previous medieval renascences (Carolingian, twelfth-century, etc.; the
terminological distinction is Panofsky’s). Whereas earlier renascences were of necessity
conducted only within the ranks of the professional litterati or Latin scholars, the
Renaissance involved lay society as well.
There can be little doubt, therefore, of the importance of the topic of literacy in literary
history. As for the main historical features and chronology of the phenomenon we are
investigating, these have been documented and increasingly discussed for every major
European literature except the Spanish.6 The most important misconception to scotch at the
outset is the popular supposition that widespread literacy was a simple offshoot of the
advent of the printed book. The beginnings of the great growth of literacy of which I am
talking occurred well before the invention of the press. The date of my quotation from the
Archpriest of Talavera is an example of that, and we shall see it abundantly confirmed in the
course of what follows.
Secondly, the spread of lay literacy was a far more gradual process than is generally
realized. In fact the ‘visual and auditory methods of communicating and receiving ideas’
existed side by side for a very long period which stretches back to the twelfth century but
also drags forward through most of the Golden Age.7 The turn of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries was a critical phase, however, not only because of a sudden acceleration
in the spread thereafter, but also because the evidence suggests that this was the moment
when the number of readers reached that necessary minimum beyond which it is proper to
speak of a ‘reading public’ rather than of individual ‘readers’. What this means will perhaps
become clear in the last section of this article.
That is the general picture. But what is true of France, or Germany, or Italy, is not
necessarily true of Spain. Even what is true of Aragon, Navarre or Portugal is not necessarily
true of Castile. If it is true, it must be shown to be true. The specific purpose of this article is
to begin to establish how far, and when, the European phenomenon of growing lay
literacy—in effect, given the social conditions of the time, noble literacy—touched Castile.
There are very few available studies of any but the most superficial and elementary kind
on this subject. Earlier scholars of the history of libraries were able to unearth valuable
evidence, despite the conditions of access to primary material which until quite recently
obtained in Spain; but, because of the time when they wrote, they did not focus specifically
on the problem of the spread of literacy, still less make the vital distinction which I am
attempting between lay and professional readers.8 More surprising is the failure of more
recent investigators to tackle the problem. Burdened by a new-fangled methodology,
historians have tended to shy away from a subject where, because of the fractional survival
of evidence, fashionable ‘cliometric’ methods are largely irrelevant.9
But the subject is too important to be shied away from. There is a proper method of
approach; it consists of a judicious blend of checks and balances. Library inventories alone,
to be sure, are a rustic cudgel. On the other hand, their evidence can be strengthened (or
weakened) by contemporary letters, prologues and stray hints from literary texts such as
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that quoted from the Archpriest of Talavera above. Then again, the relative popularity of
particular works and genres may be gauged by extant MSS and mentions in inventories.
When popular kinds of work are addressed to non-professional patrons in the vernacular
(for example, the abundant translations of classical historians and moralists which were the
most notable single feature of fifteenth-century Castilian literary culture), they give valuable
evidence on the new lay readership.
Furthermore, careful examination of the ‘archaeology’ of the MSS—that is, the
codicological details of script, imposition, contents, illumination and so on—informs us of
the uses to which books were put and the kind of reader they attracted. The history of the
book-trade is an offshoot of codicology which can shed further light on our subject. Finally
(though I shall not touch on this here) archival registers will provide details of the
distribution of writing skills through the incidence of autographs and signatures.
The final combination of these approaches, which will require the collaboration of
historians, palaeographers and bibliographers as well as literary historians, is a herculean
task well beyond the purview of this article. My intention is not primarily to offer new
evidence, but to suggest new approaches.

2
Early signs of the rise of private book-collecting amongst the laity in Castile can be traced
back to the period preceding the reign of Juan II (1406-1454). The key figure, the Grand
Chancellor of Castile Pero López de Ayala, was probably directly influenced by the culture
of the court of the Valois kings of France, where he was a frequent and honoured visitor on
diplomatic missions concerned with the Spanish-French alliances in the Hundred Years
War. Ayala was an intimate of Charles V of France (1364—1380) and of his brother Jean,
Duke of Berry (d. 1416), two of the greatest bibliophiles of the time. Sure enough, French
influence is reflected in the choice of books which Ayala chose to import and translate into
Castilian for his contemporaries: for example, Pierre Bersuire’s French translation of three
Decades of Livy, made for Charles V’s father Jean le Bon in 1354—1359, and (probably)
Laurent de Premierfait’s first version of Boccaccio’s De casibus virorum Ulus trium, made in
1400 and immensely popular in French court circles. In Castile, such translations signalled a
significant new orientation of taste in reading. They were aimed at a noble audience, not at
the letrados: ‘non obras de derecho, sinon filosofía e estorias’, as Ayala’s nephew Fernán
Pérez de Guzmán pointed out half a century later. He continued:

por causa dél son conocidos algunos libros en Castilla que antes non lo eran, ansí
como el Titu Libio, que es la más notable estoria romana, los Casos de los príncipes,
los Morales de sañt Grigorio, Esidro De sumo bono, el Boecio, la Estoria de Troya.10
Sadly, we know little further about the contents or size of Ayala’s library except from stray
comments about reading in his Rimado de Palacio (e.g. coplas 638, 908—09).
Other indications of private collections belonging to noblemen in this period are scanty.
Lorenzo Suárez de Figueroa, Master of the Military Order of Santiago (1378—1410)
commissioned a compilation of Dichos de sabios from his vassal Jacob Zadique de Uclés;11
more trenchant information about his literary tastes, however, may be inferred from the fact
that the Master’s favourite hound, sculpted alongside him on his tomb in Seville, was called
Amadis.12 This shows an interest in romance compatible with more traditional tastes than
Ayala’s vernacular Livy.
Of greater interest is the letter and prologue to a translation of Boethius made for Ruy
López Dávalos (fl. 1390—1420), who was Constable of Castile under Enrique III. In his
letter to the translator, who may have been Ayala himself, Dávalos explained that his
passion for reading his vernacular Boethius had been dampened by the tedious scholastic
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gloss of an English academic, Nicholas Trivet. With a distaste for pedantry that was to
remain a sign of cultured gentlemanly elegance right into the eighteenth century, Dávalos
requested a reading version with the offending gloss removed, merely ‘señalando en la
margen lo que vuestro ingenio podiere para que yo syn conpañero el texto pueda
entender’.13 If this means private study (‘syn conpañero’), it is a striking piece of evidence
for the growth of Chaytor’s ‘visual methods of communicating and receiving ideas’.
More significant still is Dávalos’ explicitly non-professional motive for studying
Boethius, which he states to be an indeterminate moral ‘encouragement’ associated with the
wisdom of the classics: ‘yo, discípulo pequeño de los que dessean saber, venido novicio al
estudio, soy encendido a dessear el socorro de aquellos que ante destos nuestros tiempos en
las sciencias fueron complidos’ (Schiff, 177). This is more than an allusion to the title of the
Consolatio Philosophiae. It connects up with López de Ayala’s preference, noted by Pérez
de Guzmán in the passage from the Generaciones y semblanzas quoted above, for ‘filosofía e
estorias’ rather than ‘obras de derecho’. Ayala often expressed implacable hostility to the
technical books and jargon of professional letrados. For example, in his savage satire of
pettyfogging, blood-sucking lawyers and sophistic theologians (Rimado de palacio, coplas
315-37, 838-39), the Chancellor lists the works of jurisprudence and scholasticism which
they use to hoodwink the laity: ‘e veredes Decretales Clementinas revolver’ (copla 318),
‘con glosas e con testo I y será don Johan Andrés’ (327), ‘Platón, Aristótiles e filosofía, /
Tolomeo e tablas de estrologia’ (838). By contrast, the noble amateur’s view of the
‘comforting’ non-professional uses of books is summed up in another famous stanza of
Ayala’s Rimado:
Quando yo algunt tiempo me fallo más espaciado,
busco por donde lea algunt libro notado,
por fallar buen enxienplo e ser más consolado,
e me provee Dios segunt lo deseado.14
We shall see this formulation—exempla and consolatio—to be at the heart of the tastes of
the new reading public in the generation after Ayala’s death.
Such indications of the spread of non-professional lay literacy and private libraries in
late fourteenth-century Castile are, of course, small beer beside the contemporary libraries
of France, Italy, Aragon or even England. The same may be said of the books themselves.
Domínguez Bordona notes the comparatively low standards of presentation in Castilian
MSS of the period: ‘parece como si en Castilla, durante cerca de cincuenta años, sólo se
trabajasen volúmenes corrientes en papel, en los cuales la parte gráfica, si cumple su
propósito de ilustrar el texto, se halla muy lejos de conseguir la perfección artística’.13 From
this evidence that Castilian patrons were as yet reluctant to spend the large sums on books
which were normal north of the Pyrenees, we should have to conclude that lay literacy and
noble book-collecting was comparatively slow to spread to Castile. But it may be that
further study of this much under-researched period will revise that conclusion.
There is one further aspect of the physical aspect of the books of this time, however,
which should not go unnoticed. In the prologue to the Boecio of Ruy López Dávalos, the
translator promised some novel features in the dispositio of his work which were clearly
designed to meet the demands of his amateur patron for a text cleared of academic
apparatus:
Donde se tocare fiction o ystoria que no sea muy usada, reduzirse-há
brevemente . . . servirá a vuestra memoria que, instruyda de cosas diversas, seyendo
de algo olvidada nembrarse-há más de ligero . .. E porque los títulos son claridad a
la vía del proceder, e non se entreponga al texto cosa agena, en comiendo de cada
libro se porná una relación o argumento que señale algo de lo contenido en sus versos
e prosas. (Schiff 179)
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Splitting up the text into manageable sections with marginal leads, rubrics (títulos) and the
provision of chapter-headings and summaries (argumentos), devices borrowed from the
dispositio of technical juridical or theological texts used in the schools, could have little
significance for a lay audience if it was listening to a book. They were designed for the
reader, and above all the private reader. Such changes in the mise-en-page of vernacular
books addressed to lay patrons mark the adoption of traditionally clerical devices for
literate, visual access to texts. They foreshadow the many similar efforts that were to be
made in the following century to render classical translations accessible to busy, but now
literate, men of affairs. Such efforts are epitomized in Enrique de Villena’s decision to divide
his translation of the Aeneid (1427) and its monstrous gloss into 366 capítulos, one for each
day of the year, for the convenience of the ‘perezoso leedor’.16

3

Between the death of Pero López de Ayala (1407) and that of his grand-nephew and pupil
Iñigo López de Mendoza, Marquis of Santillana (1458) occurred a rapid and striking
transformation. On present evidence, the reign of Juan II was the turning-point, the period
when accelerating literacy achieved the momentum to pivot Castilian culture around and
set it facing the new direction which leads to the modern world. The evidence from libraries
pinpoints, however crudely, this significant moment. Alonso de Cartagena, Bishop of
Burgos, who played the part of literary adviser at Juan Il’s court, in an Epistula to the Count
of Haro on the subject of building a library (c.1440), remarked in passing, and as a matter of
general knowledge, that his many noble patrons ‘copia librorum abundant’.17 The milieu
reflected by Cartagena’s whole letter was one in which a library was a frequent asset of
wealthy ‘militares viri’. Here, then, was Auerbach’s ‘reading public’, one which as far as we
can tell hardly existed at the end of the previous century.
A number of well-known libraries attest Cartagena’s words and show that the days
when the books commissioned by Castilian collectors were ‘volúmenes corrientes en papel’
(p. 82 above) were definitively over. The Marquis of Santillana’s library, housed in his
palace of Guadalajara, was famous beyond the borders of Castile, if we may believe the
flattery of his admirers; it was open to scholars and friends.18 Its contents, studied by Schiff,
included specially commissioned illuminated classical MSS made in Florence in the new
humanist lettera antica, as well as precious French and Castilian codices. The Counts of
Haro and Benavente had significant collections also containing fine Italian, French and
native books.19 Enrique de Villena’s library may have been larger and finer still; it certainly
contained Italian books, but its partial destruction and dispersal by Juan II has made it
difficult to reconstruct.20
Evidence about other magnates is more fragmentary, but the overall picture is com
pelling. Amongst the great ducal families, for example, the short inventory of eleven MSS
belonging to Alvaro de Zúñiga, Duke of Plasencia and lord of Béjar (d. 1452) does not at
first sight suggest that he had amassed an abundant ‘copia’ of books. But a second glance
shows that these were only the volumes which the Duke (uncle of the prolific poet Lope de
Zúñiga, and related to other writers) kept in his cámara or state chamber—that is, not his
whole library, but books for immediate personal use.21 They included Giles of Rome’s De
regimine principum, together with a separate Castilian crib and commentary by Juan
Garcia de Castrojeriz. There were also the Vulgate Bible and other devotional works, and
the Mammotrect, a dictionary of Vulgate Latin. The list is completed with copies of the
native chronicles. The brief inventory therefore gives a piercing insight into the sort of books
a Castilian nobleman kept by him for personal edification and ‘consolación’, a topic to
which I shall return at the end of this article.
The Duke’s daughter-in-law Leonor Pimentel, daughter of the bibliophile Count of
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Benavente mentioned above, also had a collection of twenty-four luxuriously-bound and
illuminated devotional volumes. The list, compiled in 1494, contains an early mention of a
printed book: ‘Proverbios de Séneca .. . escrito de molde’.22 If we trace the further hints
about the Zúñiga family, we can begin to form some idea of what their accumulated library
may have looked like by the end of the century. For example, Leonor’s son Juan de Zúñiga,
Master of Alcántara, the patron of Nebrija, commissioned the splendid copy of the
Introductions latinae now in the Biblioteca Nacional (BN MS Vit 17—1); other illuminated
masterpieces with the Zúñiga arms are a Siete Partidas (BN MS Vit 4—6) and a five-volume
copy of Alfonso Tostado de Madrigal’s Comento sobre Eusebio (Lisbon, Biblioteca
Nacional MSS iluminados 117 to 121).23 The will of Gonzalo de Zúñiga, Bishop of
Plasència and later of Jaén, drawn up in 1456, mentions bequests of several books,
including ‘un Decreto’ for the cathedral of Jaén, ‘el Libro de las dueñas’ for the monastery of
Guadalupe, breviaries and psalteries to his familiares; and orders the sale of a number of
volumes for the ‘fábrica e obra de la dicha nuestra iglesia de Jahén’:

una Vita Christi en romance en papel
Yten un boecio de consolación en romance en papel
Yten otro libro que se llama de maestre Juan contra los judíos en romance de
papel
Yten otro libro de natura angélica en romance en papel
Item una suma bartulina en latyn en papel.
Item otro libro de régimen principum
Item otro libro de Rectorem & curam.24

It must be the same Bishop Gonzalo whose splendid copy of the Vulgate, in mudejar binding
lined with red silk and silver Gothic plates, is now in the Cathedral Library at Plasència.25
Another grandee family of notable bibliophiles were the Riberas of Seville, adelantados
mayores of Andalusia. Amongst the splendid volumes illuminated for them are the famous
Libro de montería de Alfonso XI in the Biblioteca de Palacio (MS 11—2105), probably made
for Per Afán de Ribera II; a five-volume set of Nicholas of Lyre’s Commentary on the Bible
copied by two French scribes at Seville between 1432 and 1437 for another Per Afán,
arcediano of Cornado, and decorated by local artists (Seville, Biblioteca Provincial
Universitaria MSS 332,145—49); a copy of Castrojeriz’s Glosa castellana al Regimiento de
principes made for a third Per Afán, consejero of the Catholic Monarchs, by Juan Balaguer
in Seville in 1480 (Madrid, Museo Lázaro Galdiano MS 289); and probably the JudeoCastilian Biblia romanceada whose illuminations are attributed to the Sevillian painter ‘El
Maestre de los Cipreses’, Pedro de Toledo, by Angulo Iñiguez (Escorial MS I-i-3).26 An
interesting indication of the times is the remark in the rubricated explicit of the Glosa al
Regimiento de príncipes of 1480:
Yo Perafán de Ribera, del consejo del rey nuestro señor, mandé fazer este libro
para mi fijo Fernán Gómez de Ribera, e que lo haya por mayoradgo con los otros
bienes míos segund mi ordenación, a fin que los que de mí descendieren decoren sus
personas e assy paresciendo a sus progenitores virtuosos merescan ser honrrados.
(Gallardo, III, 21)

The book has here been made part of the inalienable entail of the great grandee family. The
entailing of whole libraries became more common at the end of the fifteenth century; wellknown examples are the Mendoza of Infantado (Santillana’s descendents) and the Pimentel
(the inventory of whose library appears in the ‘Libro de los privillejos, villas e lugares del
señor D. Alfonso Pimentel. . . que le pertenescen e a su fazienda’ already in the 1450s [AHN
Osuna leg. 4210/2]).
Entail ensured that the core of great fifteenth-century connoisseur collections were often
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embodied in the much larger collections of their successors. This is born out by the
inventories of both Zúñiga and Ribera libraries which survive from the first half of the next
century.27 In the latter, for example, the Libro de montería and other family MSS are listed,
together with an item by item valuation. The MS nuclei of many other sixteenth-century
noble libraries must likewise date from the fifteenth. To my knowledge, only one sixteenth
century inventory has been used for a systematic reconstruction of a fifteenth-century core,
the 1553 inventory of the Hospital de la Vera Cruz at Medina de Pomar founded by the
Count of Haro in 1455 (see note 19 above). A technique so rich in possibilities should be
investigated further. Sánchez Cantón, for example, has suggested in passing that the bulk of
the large collection of more than six hundred volumes left by Rodrigo Diaz de Mendoza,
Marquis of Cenete, in 1523, was inherited from his natural father Cardinal Mendoza,
Santillana’s most eminent son.28 Such suggestions, if verified and substantiated, could
immensely swell our knowledge of fifteenth-century book-collecting.
The seigneurial collections discussed above belonged to grandees from among the fifteen
great casas grandes which the historian Suárez Fernández has singled out as controlling the
political destinies of Castile at this time: the Mendoza, Velasco, Pimentel, Zúñiga and
Ribera.29 When we turn to the nobility of lower grades we find a similar tale: inventories,
dedications and other clues which all point to a rapid growth of private book-collecting.
The inventories of the minor noblemen and poets Gómez Manrique (d.1490), of thirty-nine
items, and Fernán Pérez de Guzmán, of twenty-nine, are small, but select.30 The latter is also
demonstrably incomplete; it omits many books which we can be sure Pérez de Guzmán
possessed (his own works, for example). The activities of such a minor aristocratic figure as
the Cordovan Ñuño de Guzmán, who bought many sumptuous Florentine MSS and
engaged Italian humanists to write original works and translations for his library, alert us to
the many discoveries which remain to be made in this area.31 Nuño’s father Luis de
Guzmán, master of the Military Order of Calatrava, was also a bibliophile, as the famous
Alba Bible of 1433, which he commissioned at the cost of a small fortune, shows.32 So
perhaps, was Nuño’s elder brother Juan, to whom Ñuño addressed a finely illuminated
Compendio de las Eticas de Aristóteles in 1467, now in the Bodleian Library at Oxford (MS
Span D. 1); and his mother Inés de Torres, for whom he revised a translation of Seneca’s De
ira in 1445 (Escorial MS T-iii-3). Nuño’s family epitomized the burgeoning growth of the
reading public in his day; Ñuño himself boasted that his love of books and reading was such
that ‘earn diem qua aliquid forte non legerim—quod perraro contingit—totam cum
molestia amississe videar’.33
Less strictly relevant to the topic of the rise of the non-professional noble reading public,
but equally indicative of the growth of literacy in court circles and non-ecclesiastical
contexts, is the evidence about the literacy and libraries of civil servants, gens de robe and
functionaries. Inventories such as those of Alvar Garcia de Santa María, consejero and royal
chronicler, or Fernán Diaz de Toledo, doctor, lawyer, Archdeacon of Niebla and consejero,
show the range of such libraries, of between thirty and fifty items.34 Dedications to such
men as Juan Alfonso de Zamora, cavallero and notario del rey, Alfonso González de León,
contador real-, and Licencíate Juan Díaz de Alcocer, oidor, confirm that this type of reader
did not confine his reading to technical texts: the dedications include translations of Cicero,
Boccaccio and Valerius Maximus, and Alfonso de Toledo’s Invencionario.35 Such
indications emphasize how important the study of law and notarial skills were in fostering
this section of the new reading public. In a recent article by J.-M. Laspéras cataloguing the
published antique inventories of Spanish libraries, there are seven fifteenth-century
inventories of royal libraries, six of noblemen, eleven of churchmen, and no less than ten of
letrados and notaries. The remaining fifteen fifteenth-century items, mainly from the much
better-researched Catalan area, belonged to merchants, barbers, shopkeepers and
booksellers; many perhaps represent the stocks of book-dealing establishments. 36
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It can of course be objected that such inventories and dedications provide no absolute
proof of literacy on the part of their owners. K. B. McFarlane retorted to this argument in
the English context: ‘it can hardly be argued that as a class noblemen found anything
incompatible in the possession of books as well as armour; both were treasured . .. those
who could read had pastures at hand for browsing’.37 But we can go further. The evidence
of such documents as Cartagena’s Epistula ad comitem de Haro, and Ñuño de Guzmán’s
boast that scarcely a day passed without his reading a book, militate against the idea that
books were bought merely for idle ostentation. Santillana’s well-known marginalia are a
further indication that a grandee of the realm on occasion read his texts with care.
Furthermore, we should remember an elementary fact about the book-trade in the fifteenth
century: most books were bespoke articles, produced by the librarías on the express
instructions of the patron. This implies that the intention of reading a particular text
necessarily preceded its acquisition; the desire to obtain that specific text had to be strong
enough to justify the considerable expense and trouble involved. In such circumstances I
find it unconvincing to suggest that the finished product was often consigned unread to the
assiduous patron’s shelves.
If any doubts or reservations about the value of library inventories as evidence of
spreading literacy remain, corroboratory evidence of a different kind is provided by the
notable increase in the overall number of vernacular MSS available in Castile in the fifteenth
century, not only of luxury codices but also of humbler books. And we are not dealing here
with a small percentage increase on the borderlines of the statistically significant, but with a
vast growth, conclusive proof of an expanding reading public. The great majority of
medieval MSS of all provenances preserved in present-day Spanish collections date from the
fifteenth century. Even allowing for a greater rate of loss in earlier centuries, a rapid idea of
the probable proportions for home-produced MSS can be deduced by inspecting the
‘Specific Production Date Index’ in the Wisconsin Bibliography of Old Spanish Texts. Out
of a total of roughly 1,600 relevant entries (the extant corpus of datable literary MSS and
incunables produced in Castilian to 1500), only eighty date from the thirteenth century, and
some two hundred and thirty from the fourteenth. The remainder, over 80% of the total, are
of fifteenth-century manufacture.38 To judge from the proportion of foreign books in the
libraries of Santillana, Haro, Benavente and Ñuño de Guzman, the increase in vernacular
books imported from abroad may have been equally impressive. Out of just over fifty
confirmed survivals from Santillana’s library, for example, thirteen are Italian, and three are
French MSS. These striking figures of a growing book-trade provide evidence which is
difficult to explain on any grounds other than a growing readership.
The rapid success of the Spanish presses in the 1480s and 1490s is yet another indication
of the growth of readership of the previous generation. G. D. Painter’s classic study of 598
different recorded incunables printed in Castile by 1500 shows that a good proportion were
editions of large folios, evidence of a ‘healthy book-trade in which the demand of readers
and the capital resources of their suppliers sufficed not only for the cash-crops of smaller
works but for a substantial harvest of large volumes’.39 Of these editions, 358 were in the
vernacular (Castilian, except for some fifteen in Catalan and Portuguese). Most catered for
the lay market.
It has been argued, notably by Philippe Berger, that an increase in book-buying, such as
that which doubtless occurred after the advent of the presses, need not involve a marked
increase in readership. In many cases his evidence from Valencian archives shows, rather,
that the same few readers were acquiring more and more books.40 If Berger’s conclusions
were found to be valid and applicable to Castile as well, it would suggest that the bulk of the
market for the serially-produced book, which on present evidence certainly did not exist at
the beginning of the century, had grown up in the previous fifty years. In other words, the
presses arrived at an economically opportune moment when reader-demand was already
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outstripping the capacities of the MS book-trade. This, as I have already commented, would
parallel the situation in other European countries.
Although all the evidence presented above does not mean that the overall percentage of
readers was great by our standards—recent estimates show that possibly eighty per cent of
Castilians remained illiterate well into the Golden Age, and Alonso de Cartagena noted in
his letter to the Count of Haro in the 1440s that ‘maior pars populi litteris est exuta’41—, it
does suggest that the minority which was responsible for the recorded forms of cultural life
was rapidly growing broader and more bookish throughout the fifteenth century, and that it
now embraced that ‘circle of wealthy connoisseurs’ singled out by Auerbach as the nucleus
of the new lay reading public (‘The Western Literary Public .. .’, 294).
4

To conclude, there is a further area of evidence for the growth of lay literacy to be
considered, which to the literary historian may well be the most interesting: the new types of
writing called into being by the patronage of the growing lay readership. I have already
referred in passing, for example, to the fact that the majority of books printed by the
incunable presses in Spain were in the vernacular. This is a simple indication, however
crude, of growing non-professional book sales. But there are subtler indicators than this.
Painter points out, for example, that some of the most important and beautifully produced
editions were the twenty translations of classical texts: Caesar, Quintus Curtius, Josephus,
Livy, Plutarch’s Parallel Lives, Seneca, Aristotle’s Ethics, Aesop and Boethius. Painter
comments:
This tale of classical authors in the vernacular, with its preference for history and
next for ethical works, closely resembles the choice found in French fifteenth-century
printing in the same field . .. The vernacular classics must have been produced for
burgess or noble rather than learned readers, for a public who would enjoy Livy or
Plutarch in the same spirit as the Cronica del Cid or the Claros varones [de Castilla,
of Pulgar], as forms of recreational reading in vernacular prose.42

We can take such insights further.
A starting point is provided by a contemporary account of the ‘New Directions’: the
Epistula ad comitem de Haro of Bishop Alonso de Cartagena several times alluded to above.
Cartagena opens his short treatise on the appropriate criteria for Haro’s choice of books
with an admission of the rapid growth of the noble reading public in his own lifetime;
implicitly, by his statement that a ‘desiderium librorum’ is ‘quodammodo connaturale
nobis’, a remark which would presumably have been baseless fifty years earlier (Un tratado
de Alonso de Cartagena . . 33), and explicitly by his division of society, according to
medieval estates theory, into three classes: the ‘scholastici viri’ (oratores) like himself,
whose libraries are filled with old-style professional and technical works of theology and
law; the illiterate masses (laboratores), and, between the two, the new Aristotelian medium
genus of noble readers, the ‘militares viri’ (defensores) whose inclinations and duties—this
is the important point—now include an amateur interest in literature (Un tratado, 34—36).
It is this latter group which concerns us, and to it Cartagena devotes the bulk of his
treatise. He realizes that noblemen cannot be expected to read or understand scholastic
theology and legal texts, but he believes that there is a danger that, with the growth of
literacy, the resultant vacuum of suitable reading matter may be filled by the seductions of
ancient rhetoric and the glamour of heretical novelties with which the market is flooded,
especially from abroad: ‘tarn effrenato fervore [legendi] ducuntur, ut sine delectu libros
quoscumque et de quacumque materia loquantur, praesertim si novam sententiam aut
suavem eloquentiam habent, avide legere et audire festinant’ (Un tratado, 41). Examples of
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such unsuitable books are the lascivious poetry of the Romans—Cartagena is thinking of
Ovid and Virgil’s Eclogues—and the profitless lies of chivalric romance, ‘sicut sunt Tristani
ac Lanceloti Amadisiive ingentia volumina’ and the Crónica sarrazina of Pedro del Corral
(Un tratado, 49—54). Another danger is the devotional works of heretical movements such
as the Hussites, and ‘nonnulli libri gentilium qui de diis suis errónea multa confingunt’ (Un
tratado, 47—49). Cartagena’s fears proved prophetic; classical mythology and erotic poetry,
romances of chivalry and devotional works of unorthodox and reforming tendency were to
remain potent bugbears of Spanish ecclesiastical censure for centuries to come.
Bishop Cartagena’s diagnosis was not entirely original. The Catalan Franciscan
Francesc Eiximenis, for example, had already spoken in 1384 against the dangers of ‘libres
de gentils o poetes’, and forbidden his presbyters to possess ‘poetes o romanços o tenir
Vergili o libres de amor carnals o cantars setglars’, citing Ovid’s exile from Rome with
approval. He was equally hard on ‘alguns malestruchs doctors theolechs d’aquest present
temps’ who devoted themselves to the heretical cavils and disputes of ancient sophistry and
‘sciències pagànicas’. Later Eiximenis talked of the dangers of ‘lo fibre de Na Guineu, o lo
fibre de Tristany o de Rotlan’. Kurt Kohut has shown that in both Cartagena and Eiximenis’
case such strictures derive from Gratian’s Decretum, and ultimately from the Church
Fathers.43 But there is one vital difference between Eiximenis and Cartagena. Eiximenis’
strictures, like the Patristic texts, refer only to the reading of clerks and sacerdotes (who else
could read?), while Cartagena has shifted his gaze to the quite different problem of lay
literacy. He is more in line with a lay writer like Pero López de Ayala,who lamented the time
he had wasted in his youth ‘listening’ (he uses the unambiguous word oír) to ‘libros de
devaneos, de mentiras provadas, I Amadís e Lançalote e burlas estancadas’ (Rimado de
palacio, copla 163), and loosed off tirades against the evils of obscure and possibly heretical
scholastic theology, mere ‘orgullo e sobervia e fablar theologia’. Cartagena was the first
ecclesiastical writer to take an interest in specific remedies for the laity.
Cartagena’s prescription of what to read for noblemen is the perusal of such pagan
writers as concentrated on ethics and moral philosophy from a rationalist basis, without the
heretical framework of pagan religion. He particularly recommends Plato, Aristotle’s
Ethics, Cicero’s moral treatises, and Seneca—writers whom the fanatic Vincent Ferrer had
unequivocally condemned to Hell as notorious heretics, along with Virgil, Ovid and Dante
(Sermons, ed. Sanchis Sivera [Barcelona 1934], II, 56). The Bible and Church Fathers are the
only devotional works permitted the laity by Cartagena, who then remarks that chronicles
and history are ‘perutiles’ for the exempla of conduct and virtue which they provide (Un
tratado, 49, 53-54).
These recommendations, so different from the curriculum of the professional clerical
training, are corroborated by Cartagena’s own project of translations from Cicero and
Seneca, by his famous Declinationes (‘Evening Lectures’) on Leonardo Bruni’s ‘new’
translation of the Nicomachean Ethics, and by his other productions for lay patrons,
such as the Memoriale virtutum (a compendium of the Ethics) and the Doctrinal de
caballeros.
If we turn from Cartagena’s programme to the libraries and MSS discussed in my
previous sections, we find a remarkable correspondence. These lay libraries are quite unlike
the institutional professional libraries of monasteries, cathedrals and universities with
which we are familiar from earlier periods of the Middle Ages, which contained a high
proportion of the scholastic, theological and Canon Law books and Latin texts excluded
from Haro’s library by Cartagena. Instead they cater chiefly for the dual requirements of
noble readers, edification and recreation, ends more or less represented by the
contemporary terms ‘enxemplos’ and ‘consolación’ which we met when discussing the
libraries of Ayala and Davalos (p. 82 above). Apart from devotional works, the commonest
broad factor revealed in the choice of works in these fifteenth-century libraries is the
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concern for ‘gentle’ education, instruction, mostly by way of example, in the knowledge and
manners expected of the well-born.
First in importance were vernacular translations of classical historians such as Valerius
Maximus, Sallust, Caesar, Quintus Curtius and Livy. Ayala’s version of the latter, for
example, is listed in the inventories of Haro, Benavente, Gómez Manrique, Fernán Pérez de
Guzmán, Alvar García de Santa María and Isabel I.44 There are fourteen extant MSS,
including copies made for the Counts of Haro, Benavente, and Castro, and from the library
of Santillana; and at least three early editions.45 The reason for this popularity, as I hope to
show in a forthcoming study of fifteenth-century vernacular humanism, had very little to do
with the Italian Revival of Antiquity; Roman history was popular with noble readers
because Roman militia was erroneously regarded as the source and mirror of medieval
chivalry. As Cartagena’s recommendation of histories as ‘perutiles’ shows, such texts were
supposed to provide practical exempta for the aspiring knight, not only in conduct but also
in tactics and strategy.
Classical history in translation thus provided one of the staples of the new noble
readership. National chronicles and vernacular juridical texts such as the Siete Partidas
were indispensable to the seigneurial library for similar reasons: the provision of exempla
and praecepta on the proper conduct of an officer and a gentleman. Copies of the Alfonsine
histories and the Partidas are listed in all the inventories mentioned in this article, and many
splendid extant MSS with ex-libris (arms, mottoes, heraldic devices) from the grandee
families testify to the respect in which such texts were held. Compilations and extracts of
fueros and leyes relating specifically to chivalry and the rules of war, such as Cartagena’s
Doctrinal de caballeros, or the translations of Leonardo Bruni’s De militia, Vegetius’ De re
militari, Frontinus’ Strategemeta, Bartholus’ De insignibus (on heraldry), and original
works on similar topics such as Diego de Valera’s Espejo de verdadera nobleza and Tratado
de las armas, survive in large numbers of MSS dedicated to noble patrons and are attested in
all the major libraries. In the same category fall the various translations of Honoré Bonet’s
Arbre des batailles. Antón Çorita, translating the work for his patron Santillana in 1441,
stressed in his prologue his practical educational aim, coupled with the inevitable
consolación: ‘[he has reduced the book to Castilian] a consolación e plazer de los leedores de
España e a información de los onbres de armas, que muchas vezes non cuydando yerran en
los fechos de las guerras e de las batallas’ (Schiff, La Bibliothèque . . ., 377).
Çorita’s term ‘leedores’ calls attention to a common feature of these classical texts,
chronicles and books of rules and laws; they were intended for reading, study and
consultation. The old oral exhortatory role of romances in chivalric culture, inculcating the
knightly ideal through, legendary stories of incredible prowess, was gradually being
supplanted by a systematic programme of historical case-studies. Cartagena criticized the
romances on the grounds that nothing of practical use could be learnt from stories lacking in
verisimilitude; the same argument survives in Don Quixote Part I, chapter 49.46
Cartagena’s Epistula recommended the aspiring knight to read besides history the
ethical works of classical philosophers and orators. Library inventories and extant MSS
show that versions of Aristotle’s Ethics and Cicero’s De officiis and De senectute, in a
format suitable for lay readers, were indeed bestsellers. The former circulated in various
vernacular guises, sometimes more or less complete, like Prince Charles of Viana’s
translation of Bruni in Aragonese, but more often in compendios like that of Ñuño de
Guzman, based on a Catalan or Aragonese compilation, or the translation of Brunetto
Latini’s version in the second book of his Livre dou trésor, or Alonso de Cartagena’s
Memoriale virtutum.47 Cartagena’s translations of Cicero survive in at least four MSS and
an edition of 1501.48 Even these pale in comparison with the success of Seneca. Cartagena’s
series of translations survives in thirty-odd MSS and incunable editions, and is almost
invariably listed in the inventories.4 Other giants in the ethical field were Ayala’s
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translations of the Moralia in lob of St Gregory, and of Boethius. Closely related to the
theme of noble education, in their different ways, were the ever-popular translations of
Giles of Rome’s De regimine principum,50 and the various treatises on curiales fechos,
courtly etiquette: hunting, jousting, chess, wooing and table manners.
All these books provided that solace and consolation which, as we have seen, was such a
constant desideratum with the lay reader of the fifteenth century. They constitute vital
evidence for the growth of the reading public and of the new literature ‘rooted in their actual
living conditions’ which its existence called into being. What lay reader wanted a course in
the subtleties of dialectic? He required a more practical teaching, an anodyne to the ups and
downs of mischievous Fortune. These were, in other words, exactly the kind of reader for
whom Cicero and Seneca had originally written—that ‘ancient literary public’ whose re
establishment Auerbach has so acutely detected in our period.
The practical tastes of lay readers were thus the major factor reflected in the pattern of
literary culture in fifteenth-century Castile, just as they were in the rest of Western
Christendom.51 This is strikingly endorsed in contemporary writing, for example in the
book-lists and parades of great authors which were a commonplace in the poetry and prose
of the time.52 Of course, the growth of a new literature for lay readers was not achieved in a
day; nor, as I stated at the outset, did it oust the older traditional oral genres or courtly
entertainment for some time to come. The effects of the spread of literacy, naturally, come
more gradually than the spread itself. A striking feature of Castilian fifteenth-century
libraries, whether we come at them through inventories or through painstaking
reconstructions from extant MSS of the type exemplified by Schiff’s classic work on
Santillana’s collection, is the virtual absence from them of the romances of chivalry. This
perhaps has something to do with the point made above, that the outmoded romances were
being rejected in favour of what were considered the more solid benefits of classical history.
But we know from other evidence—stray mentions and allusions, and a boom of popularity
in printed editions in the next century—that the romances remained immensely popular
with noble audiences. Perhaps we should conclude that the diffusion of such ‘frivolous’
fictional literature continued to be largely an affair of oral performance, either by reading to
courtly groups or by professional reciters, from cheap prompt-books which have perished.53
A similar problem surrounds the evidence about native poetry and literature of
entertainment. To judge from numerous contemporary quotations and allusions, and from
the Salamanca MS, Juan Ruiz’s Libro de buen amor remained very popular with fifteenth
century audiences; yet it occurs in only two inventories, those of King Duarte of Portugal
(doubtless the Portuguese translation is meant) and Isabel 1 of Castile. Contemporary
cancioneros of court poetry survive in considerable numbers, sometimes in sumptuous
copies—for example, the Cancionero de Gómez Manrique (Biblioteca de Palacio, MS II1250)—but are only occasionally mentioned in inventories (Haro, Gómez Manrique, Alvar
Garcia de Santa Maria). Were such works removed from the entailed seigneurial libraries,
and relegated as idle fripperies to the cofres of the ladies, like the erotic pamphlets
mentioned in the passage from the Archpriest of Talavera quoted at the beginning of this
article? Here at least there can be no doubt that oral diffusion, through song, was the proper
mode of performance. But the absence of cancioneros, even of their own compositions,
from the evidence for libraries such as those of Santillana and Fernán Pérez de Guzmán may
in the end be due to no more than chance.
Accidents of survival, in fact, are bound to affect details of our knowledge about the
reading habits and literacy of the Castilian nobility in the fifteenth century, even in such
interesting cases as these. In this respect, the cautions of historians like Ladero (see note 9)
are salutary. But I would contend that the combination of types of evidence which supports
the picture of the growth of lay literacy and its implications sketched in this article is
compelling even for the most sceptical investigator.
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XV (Biblia romanceada I.i.3 de la Biblioteca de El Escorial)’, Archivo Español de Arte y Arquitectura, V (1929),
225-31.
27 A. Redondo, ‘La Bibliothèque de Don Francisco de Zúñiga, Guzmán y Sotomayor, 3e. duc de Béjar
(?1500-1544)’, Mélanges de la Casa de Velazquez, III (1967), 147-96; the inventory of 234 books donated by
Fadrique Enriquez de Ribera to the Carthusian monastery of Las Cuevas in Seville in 1531 is in the Archivo de
Medinaceli, fondos Alcalá leg. 16—38, still unpublished (see J. González Moreno, ‘Don Fadrique Enriquez de
Ribera’, Archivo Hispalense, 2a. época, XXXIX [1963], 201—80; see pp. 256—60).
28 F. J. Sánchez Cantón, La biblioteca del marqués de Cenete iniciada por el cardenal Mendoza (1470-1523)
(Madrid: CSIC, 1942). Two further sixteenth-century inventories of noble libraries with clear implications for
fifteenth-century collecting have recently been published: that of Juan de Guzmán, Duke of Medina Sidonia, of
1507 (Ladero and Quintanilla, ‘Bibliotecas de la alta nobleza’, 51-53 and 56-59), and that of Pedro Fernández de
Córdoba, Marquis of Priego, of 1518 (M. C. Quintanilla Raso, ‘La biblioteca del marqués de Priego’, in En la
España medieval: Estudios dedicados al profesor D. Julio González González, ed. M. A. Ladero Quesada
[Madrid: Univ. Complutense de Madrid, 1980], 347—83).
29 On the oligarchy of the fifteen casas grandes, see L. Suárez Fernández, ‘The Kingdom of Castile in the
Fifteenth Century’, in Spain in the Fifteenth Century, ed. R. Highfield (London: Macmillan, 1972), 80-112; see
esp. pp. 96-104.
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30 Cancionero de Gómez Manrique, ed. A. Paz y Melia, 2 vols (Madrid: A Pérez Dubrull, 1885), 11,326-39;
Pérez de Guzmán, Generaciones y semblanzas, ed. Tate, 99-101 and xi-xii.
31 Vespasiano da Bisticci, Vite di uomini illustri del secolo XV, 235-38; J. N. H. Lawrance, ‘Ñuño de
Guzmán and Early Spanish Humanism: Some Reconsiderations’, Medium Aevum, LI (1982), 55-84.
32 There is a fair amount of writing on the Bible: see C.-O. Nordstróm, The Duke ofAlba’s Castilian Bible. A
Study of the Rabbinical Features of the Miniatures (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1967).
33 Cited from Giannozzo Manetti’s Apologia Nunnii (1439), a Latin biography of Guzman’s early life
composed from notes by Guzmán himself (and hence related in the first person): Vatican, Biblioteca Apostólica MS
Pal Lat 1601, fols 94-134v (fol. 109).
34 Beer, Handschriftenschatze, 116-17; G. Beaujouan, ‘La Bibliothèque de l’école médicale du monastère de
Guadalupe à l’aube de la Renaissance’, in G. Beaujouan, Y. Poulle-Drieux and J. Dureau-Lapeyssonnie, Médecine
humaine et vétérinaire à la fin du Moyen Age (Geneva-Paris: Droz, 1966), 365-468 (431-34).
35 BN MSS 7815 and 955 (Alonso de Cartagena’s translations of Cicero, De officiis and De senectute and
parr of Boccaccio’s De casibus virorum illustrium for Juan Alfonso de Zamora, 1420s); BN MS 2208 (anon,
translation of Valerius Maximus for Alfonso González de León, 1434); and BN 9219 (Alfonso de Toledo,
Invencionario, for Juan Díaz de Alcocer, 1467).
36 ‘Chronique du livre espagnol: Inventaires de bibliothèques et documents de librairie dans le monde
hispanique aux XVe, XVIe et XVIIe siècles’, Revue Française d’Histoire du Livre, XXVIII (1980), 535—57.
37 ‘The Education of the Nobility in Later Medieval England’, in his The Nobility of Later Medieval England
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1973), 228—47.
38 A. Cárdenas and others, Bibliography of Old Spanish Texts: Literary Texts, (Madison: Hispanic
Seminary of Medieval Studies, 1977), 110-12.
39 ‘General Introduction’ to Catalogue of Books Printed in the XVth Century now in the British Müseum, X:
Spain. Portugal (London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1971), ix—xxxv; see p. x.
40 Ph. Berger, ‘La lecture à Valence de 1474 à 1504’, Mélanges de la Casa de Velazquez, XI (1975), 99-118.
41 Un tratado de Alonso de Cartagena, 37.
42 Catalogue of Books Printed in the XVth Century, x-xi.
43 K. Kohut, ‘Zur Vorgeschichte der Diskussion um das Verhâltnis von Christentum und antiker Kultur im
spanischen Humanismus: Die Rolle des Decretum Gratiani in der Ubermittlung patristischen Gedankengutes’,
Archiv fur Kulturgeschichte, LV (1973), 80-106. P. Bohigas, ‘Idees de fra Francesc Eiximenis sobre la cultura
antiga’, Estudis Franciscans, XLII (1930), 80-85, concludes with the remark that Eiximenis ‘fa poques concessions
a la cultura laica’ (85).
44 On Isabel’s library, see F. J. Sánchez Cantón, Libros, tapices y cuadros que coleccionó Isabel la Católica
(Madrid: CSIC, 1950). Less keen than in the case of Cenete’s library (see note 28), Sánchez Cantón surprisingly
seems not to realize that the major part of Isabel’s library was nothing other than the Royal Library of her father
Juan II. His introduction, which treats us to fanciful and embarrassing praise of the Catholic Queen’s literary
tastes, thus attributes to her the more interesting tastes of her bibliophile father.
45 F. Branciforti, ‘Regesta delle opere di Pero López de Ayala’, in Saggi e ricerche in memoria di E. Li Gotti, 3
vols (Palermo: Centro di Studi Filologici e Linguistici Siciliani, 1962), I, 289-317; see pp. 309-13.
46 ed. Murillo (Madrid: Castalia, 1978), I, 578; see E. C. Riley, Cervantes’s Theory of the Novel (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1962), 163—64 for further examples (Castiglione, Joao de Barros) on the superior didactic and
exemplary value of classical history (‘hazañas ciertas’) over romances.
47 A. R. D. Pagden, ‘The Diffusion of Aristotle’s Moral Philosophy in Spain, ca. 1400-ca. 1600’, Traditio,
XXXI (1975), 287—313; P. E. Russell and A. R. D. Pagden, ‘Nueva luz sobre una versión española cuatrocentista
de la Etica a Nicomaco: Bodleian Library MS Span D. 1’, in Homenaje a Guillermo Guastavino (Madrid:
Asociación Nacional de Bibliotecarios, 1974), 125—46.
48 BN MS 7815; Escorial MS M-ii-5; Madrid, Biblioteca de Palacio MS 11-1785; London, British Library
MS Harl. 4796; Tulio de officiis y de senectute en romance (Seville: Pegniczer & Herbst, 1501).
49 K. A. Bliiher, Seneca in Spanien (Munich: Francke, 1969), 85-117.
50 I say translations in the plural because besides Juan Garcia de Castrojeriz’s well-known gloss, copied and
printed many times in the fifteenth century, there was also, apparently, a translation by Alfonso Tostado de
Madrigal, Bishop of Avila. As far as I know the unique MS is in London, Victoria and Albert Museum MS L.2463 :
‘Libro que trata del regimiento de los príncipes. Bolviólo en castellano el maestre Alfonso de Madrigal e fizóle
comento e diólo al rey don Juan para su fijo’. This interesting item has not been noticed by Hispanists; it deserves
investigation.
51 Pearl Kibre, ‘The Intellectual Interests Reflected in Libraries of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries’,
Journal of the History of Ideas, VII (1946), 257-97, notes the popularity of classical translations (269ff, 281 ff.),
law (278—79), Roman history (281), and so on.
52 J. N. H. Lawrance, ‘Juan Alfonso de Baena’s Versified Reading List: A Note on the Aspirations and the
Reality of Fifteenth-Century Castilian Culture’, JHP, V (1981), 101—22.
53 The nature of the diffusion of prose romances is of course much disputed (e.g. R. M. Walker, ‘Oral
Delivery or Private Reading? A Contribution to the Debate on the Dissemination of Medieval Literature’, FMLS,
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VII [1971], 36—42). The disappearance of fifteenth-century MSS of the romances is sometimes explained by the
theory that they were ‘handled’ out of existence. The only MS fragment of the Amadis to survive was used as
stiffening for the binding of a printed book, which may suggest that such antique MSS were simply used as waste
paper once the splendid folio printed editions cornered the market (A. Rodríguez Moñino, ‘El primer MS del
Amadis de Gaula. Noticia bibliográfica’, BRAE, XXXVI [1956], 199-216). But the absence of the romances from
the inventories still needs explanation, especially in view of the prominence of romances in French, Italian,
Navarrese, Portuguese and Catalan inventories of the time.
54 The research in Spanish libraries which forms the basis of this study was funded by a generous grant from
the Research Fund in the Humanities of the British Academy. I also thank my society, Magdalen College Oxford,
for constant support. Professor Ian Michael and Dr Clive Griffin made invaluable suggestions, too numerous to
mention individually. To them, and to the Hattens, and to Martha: muchísimas gracias.
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